06 ford f150 aux input

The easiest way to add aux input to a Ford factory radio is with Trip Tunes. They both had two
connectors on the back of them. Long story short, installing the single disc player into the
Fusion rendered the steering wheel controls inopperative. BUT, reprogramming the ACM radio
with the correct as-built data turned on the functionality of the steering controls on the single
disc radio. My conclusion is this, that MOST Ford radios are very similar and can perform the
same tasks after being programmed to the current setup. The differences are going to be how
many and which connectors are on the back. Generally, the only one missing is the subwoofer if
you don't have the Audiophile. Connector CA contains all power, speakers, and such. CC is the
subwoofer. And CB is the accessory input. Most trucks are wired for DVD and Navigation. Mine
has one plugged in there with wires coming out, but i have neither of those options. The
connectors and pin locations are exactly the same, with the exception of 4 wires pins 6,7,8,14
which of course are for the Aux in jack. Those pins are empty on the model. Haven't looked into
but I suspect they are similar. The only thing that I see that needs to be done, is to buy some
wiring with the connector pins attached and add an accessory jack to the already existing
connector. Pretty simple if you go buy the connector pins and mount you an accessory jack to
the dash somewhere. If it does not, then the next thing.. Using IDS, you can look and see if there
is a programmable parameter for the AUX in, or you may have to change the as-built data. OR
you could still swap in a radio. The AUX input jack doesn't have to be a ford one, just any one
and you choose location. The connector views and wiring diagrams am referring to are available
below. Anyone's input would be appreciated. But, I have an idea. Portable audio products are
everywhere, reflecting demand from active people all over the world to take their music with
them. MP3's, portable DVDs compact stereos etc, let you enjoy music at the beach, at a picnic,
in the back yard and now in the car. How does it work? Simply connect your audio device to the
RCA audio inputs an adapter cable may be required and have a blast the next time you drive to
work, home or wherever your travels may take you. You will not have to disable or disconnect
them. Pre and post models are NOT Compatible with this device. Defective returns: Our return
policy differs from than of other online merchants and we encourage all customer to read our
Return policy page it in its entirety prior to ordering. Defective returns are eligible for warranty
repair or replacement service: Within the first 10 days, Discount Car Stereo will replace any
defective or damaged part and provide a pre-paid return label US Customers only. Pre-paid
labels are not issued for other return reasons. If original purchase can't be replaced
discontinued etc , we reserve the right to provide a substitute part of higher or equal value. Any
claims for missing parts must be made within 7 days of delivery. We strive to avoid costly
returns by providing our customer with as much product information and applications. Click to
read the full return policy page. Gone are the days when customer had to call or email to obtain
shipping rates. At Discount Car Stereo. To get a shipping quote simply add items to cart, follow
the checkout process by filling address details and in seconds the online shipping calculator
provides real time rates and shipping methods. We ship throughout the USA, Canada and select
international destinations See country drop-down in checkout page for list of international
countries or visit our Frequent ask questions page. Our family owned and operated specialty
store makes every effort to get your order processed and shipped at soon as possible; however
any products with this logo requires assembly and additional time usually days is requires to
assemble and then shipped using shipping method selected at checkout. Selecting a faster
shipping method does not guarantee quicker assembly process, but does speed up delivery.
Expect delivery business days after order placement. Please contact us first regarding time
sensitive deliveries. Parts not requiring assembly or customization off-the-shelf , These usually
ship within 24 hours. Tracking information is sent to your email upon labeling. Customers
accounts are also updated at the same time. All customers with or without accounts can check
order status online which has the same details available to our staff. International orders require
additional paperwork and processing time prior to shipping usually 4 days. Customer billing
information first name, last name, billing address, and credit card information must be entered
exactly as it appears on credit card statement otherwise transaction will decline. Once order is
placed a pending authorization not a charge will appear on your account and removed within
business days or once authorization has been charged and order shipped. International: Select
PayPal to pay with card. Click here to learn more about PayPal. All prices are in U. The actual
price charged to International customers is subject to the exchange rate applied by PayPal. Sale
Cart. Next product. Only 1 left in stock. Notify me. Return Policy. Click to learn more. Net weight.
Customer reviews. Average rating:. Rating of votes This product has been rated but not yet
reviewed. Please sign in to add review. Related products Drop items here to shop. Quick view.
Every DIY should have a set Panel removal tools. These are made of hard plastic and won't
damage delicate trim, vinyl or paint. Show off a clean and stylish dash mounted auxiliary input
jack with the iS dash Kit. Show off a clean and stylish dash mounted auxiliary input jack.
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There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. There
we some sites that said it was not enabled on the models but I decided to take a chance. There
is a ground wire and battery wire which I spliced into the cigarette lighter which is right at the
top. Reassembled Dashboard. Ran the 3. Plugged in phone unit shows up on radio when you
press the AUX port works as it is supposed to. I would definitely recommend this to anyone with
the same equipment. After looking up on YouTube how to properly remove the dashboard,
installing this piece of equipment was a piece of cake. Tapping into an existing power wire was
the most intimidating part for my novice-self, but again - YouTube has all the answers, even for
folks who never perform these kinds of tasks. The installation went well, about 45m total
including drilling and mounting a female jack into the dash - that's another product you can find
here. I've been enjoying my digital music collection now for a couple months. I have an old Ford
F that I bought as a work truck. I was planning on replacing the radio because I wanted to be
able to connect my phone to the radio so I could listen to music through the stereo. The factory
radio had an AUX button but it wouldn't work. So I did some research and found that I needed a
part like this to be able to activate that feature. So I decided to take a chance because this part

and a 3. Installation took about an hour and once I was done, success! The button started
working, and I could connect and listen to my phone over the factory radio. Pandora never
sounded better. Got this for my girlfriend for her 06 Ford Focus. It's amazing and just what she
needed. Just needed to splice the grounding and 12 volt power cable which is pretty easy, and
drill a small hole for the cable to run it through below the head unit. Baby works like a charm
and music is crisp and clear through all the speakers. Super easy to install. Just spliced 2 wires
and taped it and I was good to go. Sounds amazing. Sooooo I decided this time to buy the
Bluetooth version this company make. And WOW! No problems. Easy to splice. Perfect quality.
Great product. Hope it lasts lol. Worked perfectly in my Ford Freestyle. Simple plug and play
hookup. For connecting the hot and ground wires, I took another reviewer's suggestions and
tapped them into the 12v cigarette lighter socket wires. Just put the two wires on you want to
connect and squeeze the metal piece down with some pliers. The best part is you can easily
remove them if need be and there is minimal damage to either wire. I was a little worried after
seeing some of the negative reviews that this would be a dud, but it's quite the opposite NOTE:
As the instructions say, you cannot connect the 12V wire to the ACC accessory power
connection of the pin Ford stereo connector, it needs to be connected to pin 1 always-on power.
Having read some of the reviews re: battery issues I tried the former first, and the adapter didn't
work, or only occasionally worked. I then spliced into the the always-on 12V feed and it's
worked perfectly since and I haven't had any issues with the battery, either. Note that using the
2-piece tap-and-spade connectors meant I only needed to tap the other cable and move the
already spliced spade to the new tap. Using the two-piece connectors also let me easily test that
the tap was correctly connected to the pin connector with the continuity check of my
volt-meter.. Next up I think I'll get a little bluetooth receiver so I can keep that plugged in and
don't have to physically connect my phone each time. See all reviews. Top reviews from other
countries. Saved me from going and buying a new head unit, harness for premium audio system
and dash kit My lincoln Zephyr sounds great, added this to my system now I have spotify and all
my music accessible. This device works very well. They give extra length in the wires so you
can cleanly install it tucked away versus zipptied to the back of the stereo. Good quality audio.
Report abuse. Installed for a few months now, haven't had any issues. The only minor thing is
the phone volume cannot be on full as it will disturb a tad. This product did not work but this
company was kind enough to issue a refund without the return of the item. Awesome company,
just wish the product worked. Has a clicking sound on low frequency, its annoying works and fit
the gt mustang with the shaker sound system. Customers who bought this item also bought.
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